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All-inclusive Disclosure

No funding:

• alcohol

• tobacco

• pharma

• cannabis

• illegal drug cartels



Lessons from Alcohol, Tobacco, Pharma

• 3 legal, govnt-regulated, 
commercial drug industries
• 3 public health crises
• do not balance revenue 

with public health 
• break the law
• legalization & 

regulation, as
currently practiced,
are inadequate



My Overarching Message

• legalization of cannabis driven primarily by 
thirst for revenue at expense of social justice 
& public health

• same trajectory as other drug industries

• evidence is in process & legislation, 
regulations

• only partly covered today



The Promise of Product Integrity

• don’t know strength or purity of illegal drugs

• problems that legalization & regulation could 
solve

• advantage over illegal trade

• govnt-licensed cannabis producers growing & 
selling cannabis for therapeutic use since 2001



But…

• May 23 2018, Health Canada’s product recall 
site listed 15 medical cannabis product recalls 
from govnt-licenced cannabis growers

• recall: potency was 50% higher than labelled

• recalls: contamination with bacteria, mold, or 
banned pesticides

• recall: unspecified “production practices”; 
patients instructed to “immediately 
discontinue use” 



Govnt-licenced Producer

• G&M: 2 types of illegal pesticide found; 
prompted further testing; found more banned 
pesticides

• employee: Mettrum had used one banned 
pesticide (myclobutanil) for 2 yrs 

• hid pesticide containers during HC inspections



Mettrum: It Gets Worse

G&M reported more concerns:

• Mettrum’s reluctance to disclose extent of 
contamination to reporters & patients 

• apparent collusion between Mettrum & HC to 
minimize public awareness

(Robertson, 2016a; Robertson, 2017)



Grounds for Licence Suspension?

• Hlth Can not testing for banned pesticides 

• HC assumed mere threat of losing its licence
was sufficient deterrent 

• illegal pesticides used at several growers; not 
one licence suspension

• a company’s willful & concealed poisoning of 
its (immuno-compromised) patients

• what would be grounds for license 
suspension?



Mettrum’s Consequences

• additional unannounced inspections by Health 
Canada

• and a good talking-to!

• “zero-tolerance” for banned pesticides in 
regulations vs. lenient treatment of Mettrum

• Mettrum bought by Canopy Growth, parent 
company of Tweed



Pesticide: Myclobutanil

• very effective at treating mildew

• reduces spoilage; increases profit margin

• ok for food; not approved for combustion 

• produces hydrogen cyanide 

- headache, skin rashes, nausea & vomiting 

• Hlth Can: levels of myclobutanil used did not 
expose patients to significant harm

• 3 class actions launched by medical cannabis 
patients reporting these very symptoms



Unanswered Question

• licensed producers breaking the law

• regulator in damage control mode

• recalls not on Hlth Can’s site until 3 mths after 
recall

• norm is same day or few days later

• why HC so cautious on this recall?



Task Force on Cannabis Legalization 
and Regulation

• recall occurred 6 wks 
before anticipated 
release of Report of 
Govnt’s Task Force on 
Cannabis Legalization 
and Regulation

• damage control



Opioid Crisis

• Purdue Pharma: aggressive, misleading 
marketing strategy Oxycontin

• Mr. John H. Stewart: President, Purdue Canada 
during opioid crisis 

• Purdue USA CEO found guilty of fraud & 
‘retired’

• position filled by Mr. Stewart, 

Purdue Canada

(Robertson, 2016)



Mr. Stewart, Purdue USA

• Mr. Stewart chastised by US Senate 
Committee on Finance

• continued economic harm upon health 
insurance industry

• repeated lack of cooperation responding to 
govnt requests for information

• Mr. Stewart left Purdue USA

(Robertson, 2016)



Mr Stewart & Emblem

• Canada: Mr. Stewart formed new company, 
Emblem Pharmaceutical, Paris ON 

• Emblem: license from Hlth Can to produce & 
sell medical cannabis 

• private investors meeting, Mr. Stewart: 
Emblem to innovate medical cannabis by 
producing pharmaceutical pills & capsules 

(Robertson, 2016b)



Haunting Irony

• Mr. Stewart: Emblem promote cannabis as 
alternative to opioids & their harms 

(Robertson, 2016b). 

• become wealthy by 

creating a problem

• become wealthier by 

selling a solution 



Implications: Medicinal Cannabis

• Purdue Canada not held accountable

• Hlth Can rewards its principal enabler 

• message to Canadians who lost a loved one?

• Emblem on HC’s product recall site for 
inaccurate product labeling



Implications: Recreational Cannabis

• Emblem on “Advocacy Committee” of 
Cannabis Canada (Trade) Association

• Mandate: “…use of cannabis for medical and 
non-medical purposes.”

• Advocacy Committee role - advocate with Hlth
Can for favourable regulations

• Emblem interested in recreational market



Trade Associations (Lobbying)

Warnings: CAMH, CMA, Rand, UK Expert Panel  



Chuck Rifici CPA, MBA

• 2015: Volunteer CFO for National 
Bd. Directors, Liberal Party  

• co-founder Tweed 
(Kirkup, 2015)

• cozy relationship;  timing

Conflict of Interest or Just Influence ?



Bennett Jones Diary    Page 1

• large prominent Canadian law firm  

• BJ: member of Cannabis Canada (Trade) Assoc.

• BJ website: “hotly anticipated Green Rush”

• BJ partner:“We want to be the go-to advisors.”
[for the cannabis industry]    (Toronto Star)



Bennett  Jones  Diary    Page 2

• good start: cozy with Tweed

• BJ website: gala event at Tweed 

• guests arriving by helicopter

• 12 BJ lawyers invested in a cannabis producer

(Hager & Robertson, 2017)

• cannabis: major business interest for BJ

• good business networking



Bennett Jones’ Baby

Anne McLellan

• former Min. Natural Resources, 
Health, Justice & Deputy PM

• Sr Advisor, Bennett Jones

• appointed Chair, Task Force on 

Cannabis Legalization & 

Regulation 



Bennett Jones’ Baby:  First Steps

• Sr Advisor of ‘go-to’

law firm for cannabis industry

• chairing Task Force that will

recommend cannabis policy

• declared an ‘indirect interest’



Declaring an “Indirect Interest”

• declaration does not nullify 

the interest

• publicly exposes the interest 

for consideration as a potential 

conflict of interest

• govnt not concerned



Catching up with Anne

• since TF, Anne speaking at 
cannabis industry meetings

• G&M: about potential conflict
• "When I do these speaking engagements, I do so in 

my role as the former chair of the task force. I'm not 
there as senior adviser at the law firm of Bennett 
Jones LLP.“

• handing out BJ business cards at the meetings
(Hager & Robertson, 2017)



Dr. Mark Ware

• physician, cannabis researcher & 

academic at McGill University 

• Michael Haines, CEO Mettrum:

• “Mark Ware is a leading pain researcher. With Ware's 
help, and a few more strains, the company is expecting 
double-digit growth”.

(Toronto NOW, April 2016)

• nothing wrong with academics consulting with  
industry



Dr. Mark Ware, Co-Chair TF

• at same time, became 

Co-chair of the Task Force on

Legalization & Regulation of 

Cannabis

• declared an indirect 

financial & intellectual 

interest



But wait, there’s more...

2 mths after release of Task Force Report:

“SMITHS FALLS, ON, Feb. 10, 2017 /CNW/ - Canopy 
Health Innovations (CHI), the recently formed 
research incubator partly owned by Canopy Growth 
Corporation (TSX: WEED), has entered into a 3-year 
consulting agreement with EPIC Consulting Inc., the 
Quebec-based consulting firm of Dr. Mark Ware.”

(CISION, 2017)



And One More...

• Raf Souccar,  former RCMP Deputy 
Commissioner, also served on Task Force

• now President & CEO of Aleafia, medical 
cannabis company

• Aleafia incorporated on January 17 2017

• one month after Task Force released Report

(National Post, 2017)



Problems in Process -> Problems in 
Outcomes

• serious problems with the process

• next: look at outcomes

Q&A Break



Outcomes: Task Force to Cannabis Act

• TF recommendations were followed closely in

development of legislation



Many problems: 
Address 3 today

A: Legal Product Contamination

B: Minimum Age

C: Product Promotion



Exhibit A: Legal Product Contamination



What Task Force ought to have known...

• several contamination incidents on Hlth Can’s 
website well before TF completed report

• my submission to TF Aug 2016 alerted them

• Mettrum incident known to Hlth Can

• no mention in TF Report, Dec 2016



What the TF Reported

“Task Force members had the opportunity to 
visit some of these producers and were 
impressed by the sophistication and quality of 
their work. “ (p9)  

• The Report recommended, 

“Regulate the production of cannabis ... drawing 
on the good production practices of the current 
cannabis for medical purposes system.” (p 33)



Summary of 
Legal Product Contamination

• Health Canada has failed to enforce 
regulations to protect patients

• created expectations of permissive regulation

in the industry

• Task Force failed to identify problem as  
potential threat to larger recreational market

• offered only praise for producers 



Exhibit B: Minimum Age



Where Are We Now? 

• Task Force recommended 18

• provinces & territories can raise, but not lower

• Bill C-45, adopted this recommendation

• all provinces & territories harmonized with 
alcohol

• AB & QC: 18

• all others: 19



“Little Basis” or Insufficient Interest? 

• Task Force claim: “little basis” for selection of 
optimal age

Task Force rationale: 

“Many [stakeholders] suggested that 18 was a 
well-established milestone in Canadian society 
marking adulthood.“

• 19 & 21 also served as milestones



TF Did Not Learn From Tobacco 

US Institute of Medicine (2015): Tobacco 
Minimum Age

• US minimum legal age for tobacco: 18

• 15-17 yr olds have 18 yr olds in peer groups

• their source for tobacco

• very few have 21 yr olds in peer group

• raise minimum age to 21



Implications for Cannabis in Canada 

• same dynamic & logic apply to cannabis in 
Canada

• minimum age of 21 would reduce access & 
use among 15-17 (21 yos not in peer group)

• “keep cannabis out of the hands of children”

• establish minimum age 21+



TF Did Not Learn From Alcohol

• lots research supporting min age 21 to reduce 
alcohol harm

• 1971: ON lowered legal age from 21 to 18

• increased use in high schools during school hrs

• increased impaired driving 

among students

• 1979: increased it to 19 



Public Health Implications: 
Cannabis in Canada

• TF allows min age 18 for cannabis

• approx. half of Gr 12 students able to legally 
use cannabis

• lead to more use during school hours? 

• additional disciplinary challenges for schools ?

• more impaired driving among students?

• most provinces & territories raised to 19



Cdn Govnt Paddling Against Current ?

BC Minister of Health

• advocated raising min age tobacco to 21 
(Canadian Press, 2017) 

• Cdn public health coalition recommended 21 
for alcohol (Giesbrecht et al., 2013)

• US: 21 for alcohol & 

cannabis

• advocacy for tobacco too



Govnt & Task Force: 
Danger of Higher Minimum Age

• buy from contraband trade

• govnt: kids buying from “street gangs”, 
“gun-runners”

• serious threat to safety & propriety of 
young cannabis users

• supports organized crime



Evidence says otherwise: Access & use

• some will buy contraband; but fewer than will 
buy it if legal for them

• students find it easier to get legal drugs than 
illegal cannabis (CAMH, OSDUHS 2015)

• less use by 19-20 yr olds

if must access from illegal trade

• less access for 16-18 yr olds 

(few with 21 yr olds in peer gp)



Is Contraband Cannabis Trade a Threat? 

2 lit reviews: DeVillaer, 2017; Capler et al., 
2016

• not organized crime (5% of illegal 
cultivation cases)

• not violent, exploitive cartels

• don’t sell other drugs 

• not involved in other crimes



What Contraband Cannabis Trade Is

• young people buy from friends, not dangerous 
criminals

• illegal trade is wide-spread, but a 
disconnected cottage industry selling small 
amounts locally

• modest revenues

• reinvest revenues in local economy

• “keep profits out of the hands of criminals”

• technically correct, but not what most people 
imagine 



Danger ?

• contraband trade not ideal

• overall threat of contraband trade 
exaggerated

• threat posed by higher minimum age also 
exaggerated



Minimum Age: Who Wants What

Task Force: 

“Health-care professionals and public health experts 
tend to favour a minimum age of 21.” (P 17) 

• no disclosure of minimum age advocated by 
industry

• Cannabis Trade Alliance of Canada (2016) 
posted its Task Force submission online 

• recommended minimum age of 18 or 19



Summary of Minimum Age Issue

• TF oblivious to relevant alcohol, tobacco 
research or current wave in public health 

• “little basis”

• health: 21; industry 18-19

• cannabis use is high among 18-20 

• exclusion even in part - large perennial loss of 
$ for legal industry

• industry got what it wanted

• health did not
Q&A Break



Exhibit C: Product Promotion

• advertising, marketing, sponsorships, 
endorsement



Advertising for Medical Cannabis

Access to Cannabis for Medical Purposes 
Regulations (ACMPR) prohibit advertising

• on Nov 25 2015, HC issued citations to 20 
legal producers for illegal advertising 

• citations sent after continued infractions 
following an advertising standards bulletin 
previously sent to all producers (Health 
Canada, May 2018).  



Illegal Ad ? Aphria Medical Cannabis



Promotion of Recreational Use

What’s allowed in advertising for recreational 
cannabis in The Cannabis Act?

• no endorsements; no sponsorships

• advertising only in adult venues:

• cannabis retail stores, alcohol retail stores, 
bars, casinos, “adult” businesses, ads shown 
before adult rated films in movie theatres

• lots of advertising!



Public Health Perspective on Ads: 
Task Force Got it Wrong

“The Task Force agrees with the public health 
perspective that, in order to reduce youth access 
to cannabis, strict limits should be placed on its 
promotion.” (p19)

• agreed, should prevent advertising to youth

• public health authorities did not ask for “strict 
limits” on promotion



A Full Ban on Promotion

• The Chief Medical Officers of Health of Canada 
& Urban Public Health Network (2016) 

• The Canadian Public Health Association (2016) 

• The Canadian Medical Association (Spithoff et 
al., 2015) 

• The Canadian Paediatric Society (Grant, 2016) 

• The Centre for Addiction and Mental Health 
(CAMH) (2016a)



An Important Difference

Limits: 

• however strict, are more open 

to interpretation than a full ban

• more opportunity for industry to 

game limits

• exploit unintended omissions & ambiguities

• lobby govnt for flexibility in interpretation



Costs of Surveillance & Enforcement 

• public health authorities experience with drug 
industries

• addressing nuances of limits time-consuming

• advice to TF well thought-out 

• TF not only disregarded the advice; 
misrepresented it in Report



Promotion Works on Adults Too

• youth vulnerable; adults too

• TF: no mention research on impact of 
promotion on adult use of alcohol, tobacco; 
rel’p between increased use & increased 
problems



The Ontario Cannabis Retail Corporation
(OCRC)

Subsidiary of LCBO



Think Like a Marketer 101

Recreational drug alcohol

77% Cdn adults used in past year

Recreational drug cannabis

13% Cdn adults used in past year

(CTADS, Health Canada, 2016) 

Opportunity!   77% becomes target for cannabis

Cannabis ads in LCBO

• more sold, more revenue & more use

• more problems, more treatment admissions



Think like a Marketer 201



Think Like a Marketer 301



Celebrity Endorsement



Canopy (Tweed) & Snoop

• Tweed CEO Bruce Linton 

referred to Snoop Dogg as their 

‘key icon advisor’ for moving 

into the recreational market

Why does govnt want to legalize cannabis ?

• “Every day, our kids turn to dealers, gangs and criminals 
to buy marijuana, putting them in harm’s way.”  

(Cdn Liberal Party, 2016)



Speaking of Criminals…  

Snoop Dogg: 

• possession of firearms, other weapons & 
various illegal drugs, vandalism, assault, & 
homicide (acquitted)

• banned from entering UK, 

Australia & Norway



Snoop on Politics

Why vote for Barack Obama, not Mitt Romney: 

• "This motherfucker's name is Mitt." 

• "Michelle [Obama] got a fat ass." 

• the guy Tweed chose to help them sell 
recreational cannabis to mostly young adult 
market

• role model for young adults ?



Tweed’s Values

• couldn’t find a non-violent, non-sexist 
celebrity who smokes cannabis?

• why this guy?

• values of Tweed? values to emulate among 
cannabis users, Canadians in general?

• 2+ yrs: Canopy (Tweed) has yet to withdraw 
from the partnership 

• Snoop: 18M Twitter followers



Canopy & Snoop: A Red Flag

• this is a time of heightened political sensitivity 

• good judgement might dictate a decorum of 
restraint

• already operating with enormous entitlement

• how will Canopy conduct itself upon approval  
for recreational use?



What Branding Allowed by 
Proposed Regulations?

• brand name 
in standard, 
plain font

• a logo or a 
slogan with 
size limits



Industry: Benefits of Branding

• motivates companies to produce high quality 
product

• more accountable to customers 

Reality Check

• in branded medicinal trade: 

• product recalls for labeling errors & product 
contamination

• use of illegal pesticides



Industry: Benefits of Branding

• allows brand loyalty – a benefit to customers

Reality Check

• producers name in plain 

font on plain package 

accomplishes this



Industry: Benefits of Branding

• enables recognition of legal product from 
contraband 

Reality Check

• legal bought at licensed recreational outlets

• everything else is illegal



Cannabis Industry Has a Smart Phone Plan

• no, not that kind of plan

• plan to game plain pkg regulations:

• recreational packagers: trigger on 

plain pkg visible only through smart phone

• clicked, plays promo video for product 

(Ligaya, 2018)

• exactly what plain pkg intends to avoid

• HC: history of ad violations



“Don’t sell the steak, sell the sizzle”

• guide for assessing info in a product ad or label

• is it practical information to help consumer in 

optimal use of product ? or

• is it sizzle intended only to seduce the consumer 
into a purchase ?



The Sizzle Test

• for cannabis, we need practical information 
for consumers; not sizzle

• producer’s name (plain standard font)

• THC & CBD levels; hlth warnings; recall dates 

• everything else is sizzle

• logos, slogans, glamourous

strain names, exotic fonts, 

shimmering colours, 

hidden smart phone 

triggers



Summary for Promotion: Medical

Regulations

• vague in defining advertising

Enforcement

• weak: no response to Canopy/Snoop Dogg
partnership

• websites push limits of describing, not 
promoting, products – very enticing



Summary for Promotion: 
Proposed Regulations for Recreational

Packaging

• allows sizzle (logo or slogan)

• industry declared intention 

to game regulations

• no govnt response



Summary for Promotion: 
Proposed Regulations for Recreational

Other Promotion

• allows promotion to adults = many venues

• a big win for industry

• Canopy/Snoop partnership in violation of 
proposed regulations (2+ yrs)



Overall Conclusions

• main driver for cannabis legalization not social 
justice or public health

• economic – revenue opportunity for govnt & 
industry (Toronto Star: $23B)

• Task Force compromised by economic driver

• TF Report & Bill C-45 favorable to industry 
over public health protection & social justice

• permissive enforcement by regulator for 
medical trade

• expect same for recreational trade



Take-home Messages

• 3 well-established, legal, govnt-regulated, 
commercial drug industries

• 3 public health crisis

• new, ambitious cannabis industry, with 
permissive regulation by govnt, is on similar 
trajectory

• without major regulatory improvement, 
cannabis misuse could grow into 4th drug crisis



Take home thought

Jonathon Caulkins, Professor, Carnegie Mellon 
University & former Co-director of RAND’s 
Drug Policy Research Center:

…there’s a good chance that people in 25 to 40 years 
will look back and shake their heads and ask, “what 
were you thinking? Why did you think it was a good 
idea to create an industry of titans to market this 
drug?” 



How Would I Legalize Cannabis?

Next episode 



Want More?

@mikedevillaer

devilla@mcmaster.ca

Write:

sencom@sen.parl.gc.ca

Delay Bill C-45 to get it 
right


